
Entrepreneurs Are the Greatest.

They are the champions of commerce.  They build the economy. They provide
jobs and good wages with benefits.   They build terrific products that meet the
needs of buyers and they carefully take care of their customers.  America has
prospered and will continue to do so in the future as men and women take a
leap of faith, endure the risks and make personal sacrifices to establish and
nurture a high flying business.

As an entrepreneur with failures and successes, as an angel investor and
venture capitalist, I know how to launch, build and sell a business.   For more
than forty years, I have enjoyed the ride of a life time with its highest thrills
and deepest anguish.  I am a survivor; as are all entrepreneurs.

Twenty four years ago, I founded MarketStar Corporation, a global
outsourced marketing and sales company.  Its marquee clients include
Hewlett Packard, Cisco, Intel, LG and Google.  Today there are thousands of
employees worldwide generating billions in sales for these and other major
clients.  This company started in my tiny basement office and was funded by a
mortgage on my home.  Twelve years ago, I sold the company to Omnicom
Group.  I continue on as the chairman of the board.

Now with a few dollars in my wallet, I spend every day of my life investing,
mentoring and guiding terrific individuals who are following their dreams.   A
few years ago, I co-founded with Greg Warnock, Mercato Partners, a growth
equity capital fund to invest in high growth technology companies that need
money for expansion and help with sales.  I am pleased to report that our
strategy has been wildly successful with such portfolio companies as Skull
Candy, Fusion-io and Mediconnect.  In addition, I have a small personal angel
fund, Island Park, managed by Dr. David Norton, the founder of Iomega.  He
oversees multiple companies that are early stage technology startups.

As you might imagine, I spend most days visiting companies.   Some just have
ideas, others are profitable.  Two in the last twelve months have enjoyed IPOs;
another firm was recently acquired by a large publicly traded company.

In sum, I believe I have seen or experienced just about everything there is to
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know about entrepreneurship; its nature, scope and importance to America.

At this stage of my life I am paying it forward.  I strive to share with everyone
what I have learned.  My personal goal is to help fund and coach as many
entrepreneurs as I can.  To this end, I have founded Grow America, a national
initiative to assist business builders across the country.

Over the course of the coming months, I plan to share, through weekly
columns, the lessons I have learned, the best practices I have embraced and a
list of time tested principles that yield success.   I will write articles about
every aspect of a new and rising business.  My approach will be a mixture of
real world experiences and academic theory.

Please know that I am by no means the only mentor in the country who can
write about entrepreneurship.  Clearly there are tens of thousands of
successful business owners and numerous nationally acclaimed business
professors who can provide exceptional advice. With this in mind, I approach
this opportunity to deliver high quality and valuable content with humility
and respect.  I look forward to this next chapter in my life.
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